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The 1821 creation of a written syllabary for the Cherokee language by Sequoyah and its use in the
Nation’s newspaper, the Cherokee Phoenix, are routinely examined within the context of the tribe’s
discourse surrounding removal in the 1830s, but scholars often overlook the influence of the missionary
Samuel Austin Worcester and the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Missions (ABCFM) in
shaping the parameters of that discourse by arranging the syllabary, typesetting the characters, and
establishing the press. This article illuminates these significant historical and technical aspects of
Worcester’s influence on the creation of Cherokee print. Worcester’s influence on the Cherokee syllabary
is important, given the enduring nature of his influence and the rapid adoption of the written language:
within fourteen years of its introduction, and seven years of the first printing, more than half of all
households in the Cherokee Nation had a reader of Cherokee. Today, nearly 180 years after Worcester
first standardized Cherokee characters in print, his forms of the syllabic characters guide instruction in
reading and writing Cherokee, and his translation of the Bible into Cherokee persists in Cherokee homes.
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Creating Cherokee Print:
Samuel Austin Worcester’s Impact on the Syllabary
In 1821 a Cherokee man named George
Guess,
better
known
as
Sequoyah,
demonstrated the effectiveness of his syllabic
writing system for the Cherokee language to
members of his tribe. Within months,
thousands of Cherokees could read and write in
their own language. The numbers of literate
Cherokees kept growing through the next
decade, and within all geographic areas of
Cherokee settlement. 1 By 1825, the Cherokee
Nation was willing to put the power of the
invention to their use. On January 14, 1825,
Cherokee Chief Charles R. Hicks sent a copy of
the syllabary to the head of the Office of Indian
Affairs in the War Department2 (See Figure 1).
On October 15 of the same year, the Cherokee
National Committee resolved to procure a set
of Cherokee types and establish a printing
office at their new capital, and the tribe soon
began working with a white missionary,
Samuel Austin Worcester, to accomplish this
goal.3 By January 1828, all materials had
arrived, and the following month, the tribe
issued its first edition of its national newspaper,
The Cherokee Phoenix, under the editorial
leadership of a well-educated Cherokee man,
Elias Boudinott. (His name will be spelled in
this article as the editor spelled it during his
life.) The paper’s ability to reach both
American and Cherokee audiences successfully
depended on multiple factors, not the least of
which was the influence of Worcester.
To a large extent, Native American
periodicals in general and the Cherokee Phoenix specifically, have been underrepresented in
scholarly attention. Although Sally M. Miller
recognizes that periodical literature “is the best
primary source” for understanding the world
views and experiences of non-English-speaking
groups in the United States, The Ethnic Press in

Figure 1

the United States focuses on voluntary
immigrants, excluding Native Americans and
African Americans because “their presses
would not reflect the immigration and
adaptation processes.”4 Scholars may certainly
examine the same variables for the Native
American presses that were considered for
immigrant/ethnic presses: the involvement of
clergy, level of literacy, and potential conflict
between the intellectual elite (who were often
the publisher/editors) and their public; the role
of the press in carrying information, group
values, heritage, and changing sense of
identity; and the economic and political aspects
of publication, especially in relation to the
group’s assimilation with and/or independence
from the American society at large.5 Indeed, all
of these variables are directly relevant for the
Phoenix: Samuel A. Worcester was a member
of the clergy on a “civilizing” mission, and the
rapid increase in the level of literacy in
Cherokee is one of the factors in the initial
success of the Cherokee Phoenix in drawing
attention to the tribe. Literacy in Cherokee
specifically became part of the politics of tribal
cohesion to resist Removal rather than
1
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assimilate–causing conflict with the editor who
was himself a member of the intellectual elite.
Print Culture in a Diverse America also
excludes Native Americans, but the theoretical
approaches–and relevant findings–undergirding
the included analyses of immigrant and African
American presses inform this study of the
Cherokee Phoenix. Anxiety regarding the
United States Constitution and justice system
appears among the issues treated by the
Chinese immigrant press, as well as in the
African American press, and was certainly
reflected in the Cherokee Phoenix’s articles
addressing the issue of removal. 6 Advocating
education and political participation were also
critical roles for all three ethnic presses. And
just as Rudolph J. Vecoli points out for the
Italian immigrant press, assimilation was a
central issue to be taken up by the Phoenix, and
one taken up by scholars of ethnic presses,
which should also include the Native American
press.7 Theda Perdue does, though, provide the
same caution for scholars of Cherokee that
Vecoli provides for ethnic presses in general:
researchers should be sure they are not operating under “the assumption that the print
culture is simply a mirror of the ethnic culture.”8 With that caution in mind, scholars can
view “the press as a site of intense ideological
struggle,” in their examination of topics like the
tribe’s anxiety over the U.S. Constitution and
removal, concern for education, and the urge
for political participation; all became causes of
contest in the pages of the Cherokee Phoenix,
making possible the same kind of analysis that
Vecoli did, drawing on Gramsci and Stuart
Hall.
Without that analysis, the Cherokee
Phoenix largely remains, to use Hutton and
Reed’s term, an “outsider in press history,”
notwithstanding Barbara Luebke’s article about
Elias Boudinott’s editorial stands on Removal,
Robert G. Martin’s account of the “Pioneer of
Indian Journalism,” or Sam G. Riley’s description of the Phoenix’s “Short, Unhappy Life.”
Historians Theda Perdue and William Mc-

Loughlin have most addressed the Cherokee
Phoenix, focusing on the editor’s life and
writings, the evidence of civilization afforded
by the paper, and the role of the Phoenix in
shaping American and Cherokee perceptions
during the Removal crisis. Althea Bass’s
biography Cherokee Messenger (1936) remains the touchstone for scholarly attention to
Samuel Austin Worcester.9
Indeed, most scholars who have addressed
Cherokee print history focus on the role of the
Cherokee Phoenix in the tribe’s discourse with
the United States, overlooking the influence of
the missionary Samuel Austin Worcester and
the American Board of Commissioners of Foreign Missions in shaping the parameters of that
discourse by typesetting the syllabary. What
follows will illuminate the significant historical
and technical aspects of Worcester’s influence
on the creation of Cherokee print through an
analysis of letters between Worcester and the
American Board, comparison of syllabic characters among early versions of the syllabary,
and examination of Worcester’s philological
commentary in letters to Constantine Rafinesque. It is also significant that Worcester’s impact on collective Cherokee consciousness
extends to the present–contemporary anthropologists affirm that Worcester’s arrangement
guides teachers of Cherokee syllabics; his
translation of the Bible rests in many Cherokee
homes; and his Cherokee hymns have a place
in churches and homes across the Nation.
The American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions (ABCFM) sent twenty-seven
year-old Samuel Austin Worcester as missionary to the Cherokee Nation in 1825. He arrived
at Brainerd Mission, in what is now southeast
Tennessee, in late October with his wife Ann
Orr Worcester. Nephew of the Rev. Dr. Samuel
Worcester, Corresponding Secretary of the
ABCFM, Samuel Austin had grown up in
Vermont, and graduated from Andover Theological Seminary. Worcester’s appointment as
missionary was one for which he had trained
since beginning work in the offices of the
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American Board after his graduation from
Andover in 1823. He was known for his
linguistic skills, and knew about previous work
translating the Bible and other religious materials into Cherokee.10 Worcester would work
for the rest of his life among this tribe, translating most of the books of the Bible and many
other materials into the Cherokee language.
From his arrival in late 1825 through the
next two years, Worcester worked to learn the
Cherokee syllabary and language, originally
using Guess’s 86 characters. He arrived in a
nation excited about their new technology for
sharing information. Contemporary accounts by
Cherokee political leaders, the educated elite of
the tribe, and missionaries trumpet the ease
with which members of the tribe learn to read
and write their native language, and the
extensive network of letters between the
Cherokee Nation in the East and its people in
the West. Writing to the Indian Affairs Agent
Thomas L. McKenney in January 1825, Chief
Charles Hicks discusses the invention of the
“alphabetical characters” for writing Cherokee
within the context of the tribe’s becoming a
“civilized society,” and the “considerable
stimulus for learning among the young and old
Cherokees” to acquire this ability over the
course of a “few days.”11 Educated Cherokees
John Arch and David Brown had already begun
to translate the Bible, and their translations
were being copied and circulated across the
nation before they were even complete.12 Worcester himself realized how quickly Cherokee
literacy was spreading, and published a letter to
that effect in the Missionary Herald of October
1828. With an account of the “Invention of the
Cherokee Alphabet” and a side-by-side translation of the Lord’s Prayer in Cherokee, Worcester makes these observations: “Probably no
people in the world can learn to read their own
language, when written, so easily as the Cherokees…. This is evident from the fact, that so
large a portion of the people could read before
the language was printed.” Worcester goes on
to say that “Probably at the present time, as

large a portion of the people can read, in the
Cherokee nation, as in our own” and he affirms
that the scripture and hymns printed in each
issue of the Phoenix “are circulated, and can be
read in all parts of the nation.”13
Earlier, Worcester had forced the ABCFM
to acknowledge the tribe’s preference for their
own invention over the “uniform orthography,”
developed in 1821 by John Pickering to translate multiple Indian languages. In correspondence published in the Missionary Herald
in July 1827, Worcester bluntly comes to the
point: “If books are printed in Guess’s
character, they will be read; if in any other,
they will lie useless…. Of this I am confident.”14 He goes on: “Whether or not the
impression of the Cherokees is correct, in regard to the superiority of their own alphabet for
their own use, that impression they have, and it
is not easy to be eradicated. It would be a vain
attempt to persuade them to relinquish their
own method of writing.” Worcester even
reports the National Council’s rejection of a
proposal to use Pickering’s method, and its
appropriation for printing in Cherokee.15 That
National Council action would soon bring Elias
Boudinott together with Worcester to get the
types cast for the founding of the Cherokee
Phoenix.
Through a series of letters with the
ABCFM, Worcester gives details of the
characters of the syllabary so that the Board
could have types cast by the firm of Baker and
Greele of Boston.16 Worcester changed the appearance of several of the characters, and
changed the order from their inventor into his
own “systematic arrangement”–an arrangement
which still guides teaching and learning the
Cherokee syllabary. During this time, one of
the characters also dropped out of use.
Examination of Worcester’s letters and comparison of the eighty-six-character “Hicks
Syllabary” with Worcester’s systematic arrangement reveals the missionary’s influence
on Cherokee print. While Walker and Sarbaugh
in their analysis of the early history of the
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Figure 2
Worcester’s systematic arrangement

syllabary conclude that “the original inventor
…was responsible for the printed forms of the
syllabic characters,” this paper invites further
speculation on the effects of type-casting
wrought by Worcester and the ABCFM.17
Letters between the American Board and
Samuel Worcester detail the arrangements of
the Board in having Cherokee types cast.
Appended to his letter dated December 22,
1825, Worcester copied all eighty-six Cherokee
characters in the order Guess used, and mailed
them to the Corresponding Secretary of the
ABCFM.18 Worcester did promise the Secretary he would “write them again, on the other
side of the leaf, in a different order with their
sounds as nearly as I know, and can ex-press
them.” This is the beginning of Worcester’s
systematic arrangement (See Figure 2).
Stating that George Guess’s arrangement of
the characters is “entirely without system,” as it
probably was placed in order of invention,
Worcester suggests his own “systematic
arrangement.” The letter describing this
systematic arrangement was published in the
first number of the Cherokee Phoenix (February 28, 1828), and reprinted by the Missionary
Herald in May 1828. Worcester’s arrangement
gathers the characters into six columns, and

includes English pronunciations of each syllable. Each column is headed by a character
which represents a vowel sound, and the vertical members of the column are all syllables,
which end in that vowel sound. Each descending row shares an initial consonant sound,
in English alphabetical order. (For example, all
sounds in the second row begin with |g|; all
syllables in the third row begin with |h|, the
fourth row |l|, then |m|, and so on.) Columns,
arranged by vowel sound, are also in English
order; there are the five English vowels and the
|v| sound, not in English, which Worcester
explains is similar to “u in but, made nasal,
nearly as if followed by the French nasal n.”19
This pronunciation description is still used. 20
Worcester’s systematic arrangement, then, follows English alphabetical order along both of
its two dimensions. Putting the Cherokee
syllabary in English spelling order is no more
systematic for the Cherokee than any other
order, and may represent some subtle (perhaps
even unconscious) appropriation of the Cherokee means of expression.
In other letters to the Board, Worcester
clarified the forms of the syllabic characters
and issues related to casting the type. In a letter
dated September 2, 1826, Worcester specifies
4
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his wish for the Cherokee types to correspond
in size to the small capitals of the English small
pica, “so that both [Cherokee and English
characters] may be printed in the same line.”21
Chief Hicks agreed to Worcester’s suggestion
for the sizes. Worcester continues: “Thus I
think there will be no occasion for new
matrices for sixteen of the characters, viz. R D
W G P M B A Z E T J K S H L, as the small
capitals of the English fount will answer every
purpose.”22 One of the English capitals
Worcester included was “S,” which he used to
represent the Cherokee syllable |du|. The
character which stood for this syllable in the
Hicks Syllabary and in a syllabary ascribed to
Sequoyah himself showed this character rotated
90° right [
]23
Worcester’s willingness to rotate a
character 90° is striking considering the pains
he takes in the same letter to differentiate five
pairs of characters that are similar: R |e| and
|sv|, W |la| and
|ta|, J |gu| and |tsu|, the
number 4 from the Cherokee
|se|, and the
characters
|ni| and
|yo|, both of which
resemble the lower case “h” in English. “Nor
would it be well,” Worcester continues, “to use
an inverted V for
|do|, but rather to have a
distinct type….” This insistence is ironic, since
in a letter dated July 17, 1834, Worcester
advised the Missionary Board that for this
character he would begin using “the small
capital Roman V”–a change that has continued
to modern Cherokee.24 (The letter ends with the
numbers needed for each character of Cherokee
type; interestingly, the syllabary is given in
Guess’s order—not Worcester’s. Kutsche notes
that this letter is not in Worcester’s usual hand,
but does not venture to guess whose.25 One
possibility is the Cherokee printer John Candy,
who was working with Worcester at that time.
The difficulties in casting types were
compounded by the necessity of exchanging
handwritten letters across hundreds of miles.
Even with the iterative exchange concerning
the shapes of the Cherokee characters, the
foundry made some changes. A letter from the

Board to Worcester dated July 5, 1827, complains of the difficulty of uniformity between
his earlier and later handwritten syllabary
characters. The foundry had to cut “18 or 20
[punches] anew, and [have] nearly as many
more altered.”26 The founders are also concerned about Worcester’s directions for the size
of the font: “Your first direction was small pica
small caps. On this plan the punches were cut.
You then direct to have the characters pica
small caps on small pica body. This would be
difficult perhaps impracticable; the small caps
so filling the face as to make the letters touch
each other or at least to appear very crowded
without leads.” The Corresponding Secretary
closes with his assurance of the willingness of
the Board to revisit any necessary changes in
types when Worcester has seen a specimen.
Despite Worcester’s confusing directions
regarding size, the Cherokee characters were
cast at a height to match the small caps of the
English font used in the Cherokee Phoenix, on
a substantial vertical face, with a variety of
long, thin, flat serifs and rounded flourishes as
part of the characters. How did that typeface
influence the reception of the Cherokee
syllabary? The relative size and weight of the
Cherokee types cast by the ABCFM create a
formal appearance, one with dignity and authority. This formal appearance of the Cherokee types may have influenced a Euro-American reception of the Cherokee Phoenix as a
political tool of the Nation, or as a representation of Cherokees as civilized to readers
across the United States and in Europe. It is
possible that the formal appearance of the type
also influenced the reception of the Phoenix
and/or the printed Cherokee syllabary among
native readers of Cherokee.
The ABCFM itself later expressed
awareness that typography influenced acceptance by native readers of Arabic.27 Dr. Eli
Smith introduced a new form of Arabic type to
the mission press in Syria in 1841. Smith’s type
was “based on the perfect calligraphy of the
smaller Koranic manuscripts” in order to
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resemble local Arabic script. After being in use
three years, the report to the Board praises the
“vastly superior” typeface as more acceptable
than any other printed in Arabic.28 The first
Cherokee types, then, were not made to correspond to the manuscript characters, but rather
to conform to some degree with the appearance
of already-respected typefaces used for English. That is, the appearance of the Cherokee
types was not designed specifically with Cherokees in mind. How, then, might Cherokees
familiar with handwritten versions of the syllabary adjust to the changes necessitated by
casting it in type?
The handwritten version of the Hicks
Syllabary, appended to Charles R. Hicks’s

first familiar with Cherokee script is impossible
to declare. The Hicks Syllabary is remarkably
similar to a modern version of Cherokee type
designed in 1962 by John K. White, who chose
an italic face in part because “Cherokee handwriting is frequently written in a slanted
fashion”30 (See Figure 3).
These two examples of alternative approaches to casting Cherokee types invite further consideration on whether the American
Board’s typecasting affected the way Cherokee
print was received. It is important to note Worcester’s continuing influence, even on this 1962
revival: White’s syllabary retains Worcester’s
arrangement and the same basic designs for the
characters.
One of the readers of the Cherokee Phoenix did ask in 1828 about the appearance and
order to the syllabary characters, and Worcester’s answers reveal much about not only
his role in creating Cherokee print, but also
his perception of that role. On April 5, 1828,
Constantine Rafinesque, a noted naturalist and
philologist, sent the editor of the Phoenix a
series of questions regarding the Cherokee
syllabary and its development. That letter was
printed in the Phoenix for July 30, 1828.
Under the heading “Questions on the Tsalagi
Language,” Professor Rafinesque asks several
questions that are pertinent to Worcester’s influence on and understanding of the Cherokee
language:
1. Why is there such a difference between
the alphabet published by the United States
in Indian treaties, and that given in No. I. of
your Journal or Guess and W. alphabets? I
do not mean in the order or pronunciation,
but in the forms, terms and nutations [sic]?
2. What mean the 3 letters all 3 pron. un
(French) of Guess, & what is become of
them? What is become also of Claugh
,

Figure 3

letter to Thomas L. McKenney, has not
survived, but McKenney included the syllabary
in a report to Secretary of War James Barbour
in 1826. Barbour had this syllabary engraved
and printed to accompany his report to Congress.29 The Hicks Syllabary appears more Cleegh
, Clah
, Clegh
, Cloh
flowing and lighter than the Worcester Sylla, and the nasal Gnaugh
?31
bary, due in part to its thinner body, lighter
flourishes, and slight italic lean. Whether this Professor Rafinesque’s questions directly call
syllabary might be more inviting to persons into question Samuel Worcester’s influence
6
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on the printed forms of the Cherokee syllabary. The second question also raises issues
about the ability of the syllabary to be successful in its reduction of Cherokee dialects to
printed forms. Worcester’s answers indicate
his influence on the printed forms of the syllabary, and his place within the philological
studies of his time.
Worcester answers Rafinesque’s first and
second questions in the August 6, 1828, issue
of the Cherokee Phoenix. 32 Worcester replied
to the question about the forms of the
characters that “it is to be expected that the
handwriting of different persons will vary;
and especially that there will be a difference
between ordinary handwriting, and a copy
prepared as a pattern for types, or the printed
characters. The printed letter is sufficiently
like the original to be at once recognized, I
believe, by every Cherokee reader.” Worcester goes on to make a larger claim to authority:
“Besides this, I suppose that whoever communicated the Alphabet to the War Department at Washington, was not perhaps entirely
familiar with it, and may have made two or
three mistakes.”33
Worcester’s answer begins with the
reasonable explanation that handwriting varies,
and that handwriting varies from print. His implicit claim must be, though, that Worcester’s
handwriting is the authority. His handwriting,
after all, is the one which supplied the pattern
for the types. This claim to authority is supported in his charge of error for the writer who
sent the syllabary to the War Department in
1825. Without here stating what the errors are,
Worcester has claimed that, since the War
Department syllabary contains mistakes, his
own representations of the syllabary’s characters–which become a de facto standard by
being printed in the national paper–are the
authoritative guide for other readers and writers
of Cherokee.
Rafinesque’s second question about the
three characters with the same pronunciation
indicates his familiarity with the 1825 Sylla-

bary that was sent to the War Department.
Worcester’s responses indicate that he is the
person who omitted one of the original eightysix characters, and recognize the imperfections
in the syllabary’s attempt to represent similar
Cherokee sounds. The answers to this question
also appear in the August 6, 1828, issue:
Only one of the three letters in question,
viz. [v], has simply the sound un [in]
French. The other two are aspirated, and
differ from each other only in that the
sound of

is more open than that of

. This distinction has been regarded as
of so little consequence, particularly by
Maj. Lowrey, who has been the oracle on
this subject, that the character
has been
omitted, and as no type has been cast for
it, your printers can only represent it, as I
perceive they have done, by breaking the
English capital G.34
Once again, Worcester establishes himself
as the authority in the written language—in this
case, the one who was in the position to decide
not to cast the type for the character
–even
though he supposedly rests his decision on
Major Lowrey. Saying that no type had been
cast for this character may not have been
entirely accurate: Worcester’s letter of September 2, 1825, includes this character, and
none of Worcester’s letters of 1825-1827
gathered in the Papers of the ABCFM direct the
founders not to cast this type. The Kilpatricks
also indicate their belief that Worcester deleted
the eighty-sixth symbol of the syllabary in their
note referring to this exchange.35 Calling Major
Lowry an oracle on the subject recognizes his
insight into his native language, while at the
same time wresting intellectual authority away
from this Cherokee man. Because an oracle is
intuitive, or rests on divine revelation, it cannot
be logical. Worcester’s “perception” (see the
last quoted sentence) and his logical arrangement and interpretation of Cherokee syllabics
continue to support his role as the authority on
the language.
7
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The 1825 Syllabary, also called the Hicks
Syllabary, is part of three government
documents: House Document 102; American
State Papers 08, Indian Affairs 232; and the
War Department’s letters. The letter appended
to the War Department copy was to have the
original handwritten syllabary; this letter
actually attributes the syllabary copy to Captain
Spirit (a Methodist convert and exhorter later
renamed John Huss, who worked for the
ABCFM to teach Cherokees reading and
writing in their own language).36 The other two
documents include a letter from David Brown,
and attribute the syllabary to him. The
handwritten copy no longer exists, but the list
of eighty-six associated “sounds” for the characters remains. There are obvious errors:
number 70 has a line listed, rather than a pronunciation; for two of the characters (No. 77
and No. 84), the English letters suggest the
same pronunciation “Clah;” and on three
occasions (Nos. 27, 53, and 68) the sound is
represented as “Un (French).” It was these
three characters which Rafinesque asked about.
The rest of Worcester’s answer to this
second question provides additional insight into
the missionary’s understanding of, and perhaps
influence on, changes in the forms of the
syllabic characters. Worcester writes:
The character

claim to authority in representing Cherokee
character. Of course, setting a character in print
hastens standardization. Worcester later simplified the character for Tli by representing it with
the English capital C.38 This change from his
letter of 2 September 1827 (in which C was not
named among the 16 characters to be represented by English types) and the original type cast
by the Board ( ) has continued to modern
Cherokee printing.
Worcester’s answers to Rafinesque, the
ones quoted here and the others, as well as his
correspondence with the Board, indicate that he
was working adequately within the philology of
his time. There were two grammars of the
Cherokee language published during the nineteenth century, and in many instances they
agree with Worcester’s remarks. These grammars were John Pickering’s, Grammar of the
Cherokee Language, published about 1830, and
Dr. Hans Conon von der Gabelentz’s “Kurze
Grammatik der Tscherokesischen Sprache,”
published in 1852.39
To learn the language, Pickering worked
primarily with a young Cherokee man named
David Brown (whose sister Catherine may have
been more famous for her conversion to
Christianity than he was for his educational
accomplishments). Gabelentz’s sources included Pickering and a Baptist Cherokee
newspaper, The Cherokee Messenger, which
was published from 1844-1846 in what is now
Oklahoma.40 Another of Gabelentz’s sources
was Archaeologia Americana, where Samuel
Austin Worcester published “Answers to
grammatical queries” regarding the Cherokee
language.41
Rafinesque had asked in a separate
question, “Is the Tsalagi language totally
deficient of the sounds B, D, F, J, P, R, V, X, Z,
Th, and all the nasal sounds An, En, In, On,
Un?” Worcester’s answer was affirmative, but
he did not address the nasals at that time. 42 In
his own grammar, Pickering states that Chero-

has, through imperfect

penmanship, taken the place of
,
pronounced Tli, the sound represented in
the United States document
by
Cleegh….The sound of
I represent
no. It is often, perhaps more commonly,
aspirated, as if written hno, and perhaps
slightly nasal. I suppose gnaugh is used to
represent precisely the same sounds which
I would write hno.37
Worcester’s labeling of the changing form of a
character due to “imperfect penmanship” may
reflect simply the process of standardization to
be expected early in the career of any symbol
system. Or Worcester could be continuing his
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kee lacks the English sounds B, F, J, P, R, V, Z,
and the double ones CH (as in church) SH and
TH. He did not address the lack of an X sound
because this spelling is “strictly speaking,
superfluous in English.”43 Worcester had in his
same answer addressed the lack of an X sound
as the lack of a combination of the sounds of
CKS, and had noted that Cherokees would
pronounce Ch as Ts, Z as Ts and Th as D
“nearly.” Neither Rafinesque nor Worcester
discusses the |sh| sound in this exchange. Pickering does describe a nasal |u| sound, and marks
it in his grammar by a capital U with a cedilla
beneath it.
Pickering states this character should
correspond with “the English short u nasalised,
which is heard in uttering the first part of the
words hunger, uncle, and also in several words,
which are written by the vowel o, as among,
mongrel, monkey, &c.”44 Pickering’s example
for clarification draws on nasal pronunciation
in French, which recalls Worcester’s own
description of the |v| sound in his description of
the systematic arrangement.45
Another example of the shared context in
which this grammatical work was taking place
concerns Cherokee pronouns. Worcester wrote
“‘Nouns of relationship are not used in Cherokee except in connexion [sic] with inseparable
pronouns. Thus we cannot say a father, the
father, the son, but [must say instead] my
father, thy, his, our, father, etc….’”46 Pickering
repeatedly uses the same phrase, “inseparable
pronouns” in his descriptions of Cherokee
nouns.47 Gabelentz discusses what is translated
as “bound pronouns,” as well.48
Pickering’s grammar was incomplete; only
the first four signatures were printed. John R.
Krueger provides one possible reason from a
handwritten note on the flyleaf of the copy he
saw at Harvard:
This grammar was begun by the Hon. John
Pickering, of Boston, with the help of Mr.
David Brown, brother of Catherine (a halfbreed Cherokee) & was so far printed, & at
the expense of the American Board of

Commissioners for Foreign Missions. The
work was discontinued by Mr. Pickering in
consequence, I believe, of some distrust in
the fulness and accuracy of David Brown’s
knowledge of the language.
Rufus Anderson
Missionary House, April 27, 1850.49
If David Brown were involved in the Hicks
Syllabary (as claimed in House Document 102
and American State Papers 08, Indian Affairs
232), his inaccuracies might have occasioned
Worcester’s responses. Worcester’s correspondence with the American Board shows his
familiarity with Pickering’s work in his rejection of Pickering’s orthography for the Cherokees, and it is possible that the two wrote each
other directly as well.
Pickering and Worcester were both
influential for Gabelentz’s grammar. In
December of 1826, Boudinott and Worcester
had begun working together “systematizing the
Cherokee language and forming rules for the
formation of verbs.”50 This work may foreshadow Worcester’s letter to the Phoenix concerning the intricacies of the Cherokee verb
forms, specifically the “29 tenses in the
Indicative mode” and “178 forms of the verb to
tie.”51 Interestingly enough, similar language for
the 29 tenses and 178 forms of to tie appear
earlier, in a letter from Elias Boudinott to his
brother-in-law, dated 5 January 1827.52 To tie is
the same verb treated extensively in Gabelentz’s “Kurze Grammatik der Tscherokesischen Sprache,” published in 1852.53
Pickering’s Grammar does not address verbs.
This discussion of Worcester’s philological
work against that of Gabelentz and Pickering
doesn’t suggest that one is more correct than
another; the intention is to show that Worcester
was working within an acceptable context of
other philologists of his time. More specifically, his understanding of the language
gives him some degree of authority in
describing its grammar, translating and using
9
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the syllabic characters–even in arranging them
for his own use. One substantial concern,
though, is the potential for appropriation of the
forms and their transmission (in his systematic
arrangement) this white missionary had on a
native writing system. After all, Worcester’s
forms and arrangement still guide the teaching
of Cherokee writing today.
And Samuel Worcester was not only
involved in arranging Cherokee characters and
translating texts; he also worked with the
printers for the Cherokees to get the print shop
in order and produce the first books printed in
Cherokee–books from the Bible and Cherokee
Hymns. So the story of Cherokee printing has
grown beyond just the missionary, to include
the stories of several other people, the ones
who produced texts, and the environment in
which they produced them. These people
include not only Worcester and the editor Elias
Boudinott, but also the first printers for the
Nation: Isaac Harris, John F. Wheeler, and
John Candy.
On October 18, 1826, the National Council
appointed Isaac Harris as the first printer for
the tribe, and authorized him to procure a
journeyman printer.54 This white man from
near Jasper, Tennessee, then traveled to Huntsville, Alabama, to persuade John Foster Wheeler to work with him, since the two had
worked together there on the Southern
Advocate.55 Harris’s annual salary of $400 was
higher than the editor’s $300 (also the salary
for the principal chief!), and a cause of friction
with the editor Boudinott.56
Harris and Wheeler arrived at New Echota
around December 23, 1827, and began to study
the syllabary while they awaited the arrival of
the press, type, and other materials. Their
apprentice, a “half-blood” Cherokee named
John Candy, also aided their study of the
language. Wheeler wrote of Candy that he “was
of great help to me in giving words where they
were not plainly written.”57 Wheeler believed
Harris had a more difficult time than he
learning the Cherokee characters, and wrote

Figure 4

that Harris “abandoned the learning of the
alphabet.” After that, Wheeler took charge of
setting Cherokee type. Problems with the language were not the only difficulty Harris was to
encounter; a variety of problems would eventually lead to Harris’s dismissal.
On November 8, 1827, ABCFM Secretary
Jeremiah Evarts wrote to Worcester that the
types and furniture had been ready for several
weeks, but that the Board had been waiting to
purchase a press until they could invite input
from the printers. Waiting no longer, the Board
had purchased a “union press” which “seems
simple in its structure–easily set up–& not
likely to get out of repair.”58 Wheeler described their new press as “a small royal type,”
which he had not seen before, and writes that it
was “of cast-iron, with spiral springs to hold up
the platen.”59
Worcester had also sent the Board a
translation of first five verses of Genesis in the
syllabary, which the Board published in the
Missionary Herald of December 1827, stating
above their text that it “is printed from the
fount of types lately cast for the Cherokee
government”60 (See Figure 4). In issues for
May and October 1828,61 after shipping the
types to New Echota, the Herald ran some
articles using Cherokee characters, suggesting
that they too purchased a set of Cherokee
types.62 In fact, on December 21, 1827, the
Boston Recorder and Religious Telegraph
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Figure 5

published an announcement of the Cherokee
press with Cherokee characters borrowed from
the Herald.
When the press and types arrived, the
printers discovered that there was no paper.
Harris took a wagon to a paper mill at
Knoxville, Tennessee, to gather separately
molded sheets on which to begin their
venture.63 While he was gone, Wheeler set
about solving an additional problem: the need
for stands, a bank, and cases for the type. Since
this was the first set of Cherokee type, it
required the invention of new cases. Wheeler
constructed cases of more than 100 boxes each,
measuring three by three and one-half feet, to
hold the types and points.64 He arranged the
types in them on the order of Worcester’s

systematic arrangement, with the six vowels
nearest to hand.65 Wheeler recalls building
boxes for eighty-six characters, an observation
which is interesting given Worcester’s assertion
that no type was cast for the discontinued character.66
Despite these problems, Boudinott, Harris,
Wheeler, and Candy were able to produce their
first edition within one month of getting all
their supplies (See Figure 5). Dated February
21, 1828, the inaugural Cherokee Phoenix
listed Elias Boudinott as editor and Isaac H.
Harris as printer. Only one year later than
Freedom’s Journal, the first African American
paper, the Cherokee Phoenix’s editor was also
committed to “plead our own cause” in the
“liberation and advancement of the race.”67 The
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Cherokee Phoenix was to run weekly, printed
on super royal paper in five columns. The
column width and length varied as the paper
supply varied, in widths of 13 or 14 ems and
lengths of 17 ½ inches to 22.68 Most of the
English articles were printed in a 10-point Long
Primer type.69 Advertising, which was
generally restricted to the bottom of the two
right columns on page four, was set in six-point
type.70 In addition to the Cherokee Phoenix, the
printers produced three editions of the
Cherokee Hymns over the next few years, as
well as several books of the Bible and other
religious works.
The role of religion and its relationship with
the political arena created strife in the printing
office. Within a year, Harris was relieved of his
duties. Sources disagree on the reason, with
some blaming religious denominational strife.
Harris was Methodist, while Boudinott and
Worcester were Presbyterian. Other writers say
Boudinott’s disagreement with Harris over
wages spoiled their relationship, although
Harris’s qualifications and work ethic may
have also been suspect: Worcester had twice
written of these concerns.71
The most immediate cause, however, was
Harris’s spreading rumors to the effect that
Worcester was the true editor of the Phoenix.
All of the problems reflected in Harris’s tenure
at the paper are issues with which Cherokee
printing had to contend: money problems, interdenominational strife, and political issues,
including repeated charges that Worcester was
really the editor guiding Cherokee printing.
Worcester emphatically denied these charges,
writing on 12 November 1828: “I have never,
in any single instance, given or intimated my
opinion to the editor of the Phoenix….I have
never suggested a single remark to the Editor of
the Phoenix….I have never written or dictated
one sentence…except the few sentences in No.
35, published during the late sickness of the
Editor….”72 The missionary’s strength of
feeling might have been surpassed by the
editor’s, whose remarks were published in the

same number.
By the beginning of 1829, John F. Wheeler
was the printer of the Cherokee Phoenix, and
he would continue to work with the Nation for
almost two more decades. Wheeler and the
Cherokee apprentice John Candy also provide a
graphic example of the interconnections among
this small group of people: both were married
to sisters of Elias Boudinot, Wheeler to Nancy
Watie on April 23, 1829, and Candy to Mary
Ann Watie in March 1832.73
On October 19, 1828, the National Committee had resolved to procure, clothe and
board, a Cherokee apprentice who “speaks and
writes the same dialect with the inventor of the
Cherokee Alphabet.”74 A resolution was passed
exactly one month later to acquire “another
Cherokee youth of good qualities and capacity”
as an apprentice printer. John Candy and Mark
Tyger were those first two apprentices.75 There
was also a third Cherokee youth apprenticed to
Wheeler: the editor’s brother, Thomas Black
Watie.76 Watie isn’t credited with any other
imprints; Mark Tyger did some printing for the
Cherokee tribe after Removal.
John Candy had been born about 1806 and
educated at the Brainerd mission school.77 On
October 13, 1826, John Candy was named by
the General Council as clerk of the election to
the National Constitutional Convention, to
serve the second precinct of the Chickamauga
District.78 He served his apprenticeship to
Wheeler from 1828 until 1831, when he
emerged as printer for the Cherokee Phoenix.
Wheeler was unable to print for the
Cherokees from 1831 until after he moved
West in 1835 because of the increasing political
tension with the State of Georgia over the
Removal crisis. In March 1831, the Georgia
Guard arrested Samuel Worcester, the printer
Wheeler, and several other white men because
they had not sworn an oath of allegiance to the
state of Georgia or obtained a written permission from the state’s governor to be in
Cherokee Territory.79 The men were marched
more than one hundred miles and kept in
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chains. They were offered their freedom in
exchange for agreeing not to violate the laws of
Georgia. Seven of the men, including Wheeler,
agreed; Worcester and another missionary
named Elizur Butler did not.80 Wheeler moved
to Tennessee for a time, then to the Cherokee
territory in what is now Oklahoma.81 Boudinott
passionately docu-mented these imprisonments
to inform not only the Cherokees, but also a
wider American audience, to “induce” them “to
feel and to act on this momentous subject.”82
During the early 1830s, the Georgia Guard
roamed the Cherokee Nation within the limits
claimed by the state, instituting what John F.
Wheeler called a “reign of terror.”83 Political
turmoil surged across the Cherokee Nation, and
Boudinott resigned his editorial post in August
1832, because of his disagreement with tribal
leadership over the issue of Removal. Financial
problems, a lawsuit, and continued political
pressures took their toll on the remaining staff.
The Cherokee Phoenix limped through 1833
and published only seven issues in 1834, before
ceasing publication in May. The press continued to turn out religious tracts, some of
which were published by Boudinott and Worcester, who had been pardoned and released in
March 1833.84 The Georgia Guard seized the
press in 1834, halting all Cherokee printing in
the East. Worcester moved West in 1835, and
began printing again. The ABCFM shipped a
Tufts Standing Press, which Worcester set up
in Union Mission, in what is now Oklahoma,
and he soon began printing with the help of
John Candy.85
Samuel Worcester contributed articles and
letters, and was the subject of articles within
the Cherokee Phoenix for most of its sevenyear career. His contributions to the paper
occurred most before his 1831-33 imprisonment, although while confined he continued to
send letters to be printed in the paper. Also
during the period 1828-1834, Worcester and
Boudinott used the press and printers of the
Cherokee Phoenix to publish 14,650 copies
(733,800 pages) of Christian books: there are

three editions of the Cherokee Hymns, totaling
more than 4000 copies, two editions of the
Gospel of Mathew totaling another 4000, the
Church Litany of the United Brethren, religious
inspiration Poor Sarah, and other Scripture
Extracts.86 Along with Worcester’s systematic
arrangement, his translations of the Bible and
the Cherokee Hymns were his greatest
contributions to Native American publishing
history.
A census of the Cherokees in the East taken
in 1835 shows that the number of Cherokee
readers (3,914) was nearly four times the
number of readers of English (1,070), and that
a little more than half of all families had a
reader of Cherokee (1,341 out of 2,637).87
Within a little more than a decade of its
introduction, Guess’s syllabary–in forms fixed
by Samuel Austin Worcester–had given the
Cherokee people the means to produce and
interpret a wide range of texts in their native
language, from educational resources and religious matter to political statements. Indeed, the
very production of Cherokee print was, and
continues to be, a political act. The Cherokee
syllabary provided the building blocks of the
technology of literacy, and Samuel Austin
Worcester most certainly influenced that technology in the standardization of forms and their
arrangement. His influence continues to this
day.
Margaret Bender conducted field research
among the Cherokees in North Carolina in the
1990s with the intention of finding a “Cherokee
ideology of literacy.”88 To that end, she attended multiple Cherokee language classes, and she
noted that in all settings for teaching the syllabary, as well as many homes, Worcester’s
arrangement is present in a chart.89 Bender also
observed distinctions among the Cherokee for
the appearance of written Cherokee corresponding with the context: officially-sanctioned,
educational, and Christian-oriented texts are
faithfully modeled on Worcester’s syllabary,
while more individualistic, italic hands are
associated with “conjuring” and/or witchcraft.90
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Tribal members writing in Cherokee within
educational or Christian church settings overtly
and laboriously attempt to match their character
formation with the appearance of standardized
Cherokee typefaces still similar to those first
produced by the ABCFM, while conjurors are
reported to have difficult-to-read, slanted
handwriting, with variations among the formations of the characters. Bender’s conclusions
regarding specialized Cherokee writing by conjurors to preserve their formulae build on that
conducted by Raymond Fogelson in the midtwentieth century and James Mooney in the late
1880s. Mooney claimed that, while the syllabary was “in constant and daily use” among the
Cherokee in the West and in North Carolina for
“letter writing, council records, personal memoranda, etc.,” it had also been enthusiastically
adopted by “priests and conjurors” to preserve
“ancient rituals and secret knowledge of the
tribe.”91 Theda Perdue also addresses this use
of the syllabary to preserve traditional religious
knowledge, and traces the divergence of this
practice from the adoption of the syllabary by
the elite for their own political ends.92
Today’s writers of Cherokee, then, maintain
a “link with Samuel Worcester’s primal act of
‘codification’ that prototypically established
two elements of contemporary Cherokee writing: the chart as the key to the syllabic code,
and the form of print to be considered
standard.”93 Bender goes so far as to call
Worcester’s syllabary chart itself an “iconic
capsule” referring to “the history of Cherokee
writing, Cherokee civilization, and Cherokee
cultural identity.”94 Accompanying the chart
often are other icons of Cherokee writing that
descend from Samuel Worcester’s work among
the tribe: the Cherokee New Testament and
Cherokee Hymns. Worcester first worked with
Elias Boudinott to publish the Bible and hymns
in Cherokee between 1828 and 1834 in the
East, and then continued to publish editions
himself after Removal. Many individual hymns
and chapters of the Gospels were first
published in the Phoenix. Pamela Jean Owens

describes how Worcester’s translation of the
Bible became more accepted than earlier
translations by Cherokees David Brown and
John Arch, or those of other missionaries, and
of course, Worcester’s access to the press
“eclipsed” all other translations. 95 Owens declares that Worcester’s is the only Cherokeelanguage translation of the Bible widely
available, and Bender’s research indicates that
the New Testament is still used as a rule for
learning Cherokee.96 Bender also finds
Worcester’s translation of the Bible has a
continued presence in many Cherokee homes,
and states that the Cherokee Hymnal was
“carried around faithfully by most of the
elderly Cherokees I know.”97
Samuel Worcester’s influence on the
standardization of the syllabic characters and
the potential for appropriation of native means
of expression certainly represent an addition to
the scholarly record of Native American publishing history, but Worcester’s translations of
the Bible and publication of hymns in Cherokee
should not be overlooked. They may not seem
at first to be part of the tribe’s discourse of
sovereignty, but Pamela Jean Owens highlights
the charged nature of these Christian texts and
the importance of their being in Cherokee: “the
various translation projects and the translations
they produced became highly political and
politicized acts which would help to ensure the
survival of the Cherokee language and, ultimately, the continued sovereignty of the
Cherokee people.”98 The Cherokee New
Testament and the Cherokee Hymns deserve
continued study within this context.
Although the first Cherokee Phoenix ceased
publication in 1834, the tribe reestablished its
own newspaper, the Cherokee Advocate, in
1844 under the editorial guidance of Chief
Ross’s nephew William Potter Ross, and with
some interruptions and name changes along the
way, the Cherokee tribe still publishes the
Cherokee Phoenix and Indian Advocate.
Samuel Worcester’s impact on Cherokee consciousness was not defined by the Cherokee
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Phoenix, although he did make significant con- acters of the syllabary, helping establish the
tributions to the tribe and to Native American Cherokee press, and translating Christian texts
publishing history by standardizing the char- into Cherokee.
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